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Delays
In experiments involving several sources of analog and logic signals, the signals from different paths usually must be
aligned to arrive simultaneously at the decision points. This is the function of delay modules. For analog signals the pulse
amplitude information must be preserved. Consequently, coaxial cables or lumped-parameter delay lines are used to
generate the delay.
With logic pulses, three methods can be used. For short delays, coaxial cables can be employed. A more compact
solution uses lumped-parameter delays with logic gates acting as buffers between the many delay sections. These first
two  solutions minimize the dead time following each pulse. If dead time is not a problem, the simplest method of
achieving long delays with logic pulses is to use a “gate and delay generator.” In this case, the original logic signal
triggers a “one-shot” circuit. The width of the one-shot pulse sets the delay, and the trailing edge of the one-shot signal
triggers the output pulse. Typically, another one-shot is used to set the width of the output pulse.

Logic Modules
In coincidence measurements, logic signals from various parts of the experiment must often be combined to determine
which events are to be accepted for analysis. Logic modules provide a flexible means of making these decisions.

Linear Gates
When some analog signals must be blocked, and some must be selected to pass on to a subsequent instrument, a
linear gate is required. Linear gates usually provide a variety of ways to use a logic pulse in blocking or passing the
analog signal.

Delay Selection Guide
DB463 Delay Box 425A Nanosecond Delay

Type of Signal Analog or logic Analog or logic
Number of Duplicate Channels 4 1
Delay Range per Channel 0 to 63.5 ns 2 to 65 ns
Minimum Delay Adjustment 0.5 ns 1 ns

Gate and Delay Generator Selection Guide
GG8020 Octal Gate and 416A Gate and Delay
Delay Generator Generator

Number of Duplicate Channels 8 1
Module Width NIM-1 NIM-1
Input Fast negative NIM logic pulse Slow positive NIM, or fast negative NIM

logic pulse
Outputs Fast negative NIM and TTL Positive and negative delayed outputs with

logic pulses amplitude adjustable from 2 to 10 V; delay 
period (+5 V); delay marker (fast negative NIM)

Output Delay <70 ns to >10 μs 100 ns to 110 μs
Output Width <70 ns to >10 μs 400 ns to 4 μs
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Logic Modules/Linear Gates

Logic Module Selection Guide
CO4020 Quad 414A Fast 418A Universal
4-Input Logic Unit Coincidence Coincidence

Number of Duplicate Channels 4 1 1
Module Width NIM-1 NIM-2 NIM-1
Logic Functions AND, OR AND, anti-coincidence Majority AND, NAND
Number of Inputs Per Channel 4 3 5
Input Level Fast negative NIM negative NIM Slow positive NIM Slow positive NIM
Outputs TTL and Fast Slow positive NIM Slow positive NIM
Special Features Adjustable output widths Adjustable resolving Majority logic

time widths

Linear Gate Selection Guide
426 Linear Gate 542 Linear Gate and Stretcher

Input Pulse Amplitude Range +200 mV to +10 V +100 mV to +10 V
Minimum and Maximum Rise Time <0.3 μs to dc 0.1 to 10 μs
Input Coupling ac-coupled with passive, dc-coupled, or ac-coupled with

symmetric BLR; can be active BLR
dc-coupled

Output Reshaping None Input peak amplitude stretched and gated
out as a rectangular output pulse

Gating Functions Pulse pass, pulse Normally open, coincidence,
inhibit, dc inhibit anticoincidence,external strobe
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CO4020
uad 4-Input Logic nit

The ORT C Model CO4020 uad 4-
Input Logic nit has the flexibility to
satisfy the logic requirements of most
coincidence experiments without
additional logic modules. The logic
functions it can perform are coincidence
(AND), anticoincidence (veto), fan-in
(OR), fan-out, fast negative NIM-to-TTL
conversion, and pulse lengthening. The
Model CO4020 contains four identical,
independent channels of 4-input logic in
a single-width NIM module.

ach of the four inputs (A, B, C, and D)
accepts NIM fast negative logic pulses.
Front-panel, three-position slide switches
select the logic requirements separately
for each input. The various combinations
of logic functions that can be
implemented are illustrated in Fig. 1 and
in the specifications for the control
switches.
The  output is a NIM fast negative logic
pulse whose width is determined by the
width and overlap of the active input
pulses. The complement of the  output 
is available at the ⎯ output. The updating

 outputs can be set to trigger on either
the leading edge or the trailing edge of
the  output pulse. The width of the 
outputs can be adjusted from 40 ns to
40 μs in two selectable ranges. Two of

the  outputs provide NIM fast negative
logic pulses. The third  output delivers a
positive TTL logic pulse that is suitable
for gating ADCs and multichannel
analyzers. Front-panel L Ds indicate
which channel is generating an output.

Specifications
The Model CO4020 incorporates four separate
channels with indentical functions. The
specifications apply to each of the four
channels unless stated otherwise.

P RFORMANC
NUMB R OF ID NTICAL C ANN LS 4.

MA IMUM COUNT RAT
 and ⎯ Outputs 100 M z.
 Outputs 1/(1.1  width).

MINIMUM PULS  OV RLAP 3 ns.

PROPAGATION D LA
Input to , ⎯ <8 ns.
Input to  (Neg) <13 ns.
Input to  (Pos) <20 ns.

D AD TIM  OF  OUTPUTS 110  of width
setting.

CONTROLS AND INDICATORS
WIDT  AD UST (W) Front-panel screwdriver
adjustment allows width adjustment of 
outputs. Two ranges can be selected by the
front-panel slide switch

S (40 1200 ns) or L (1 40 μs).

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the Model CO4020 Logic Unit.

• General-purpose logic module for
AND, OR, Veto, Fan-Out, and Gating
functions

•  Four independent channels
• Overlap outputs and adjustable-

idth outputs
• 3-ns overlap resolution
• TTL and fast negative NIM outputs



CO4020
uad 4-Input Logic nit

L D INDICATOR Front-panel, red L D lights
when output has been activated.

CONTROL SWITC S Front-panel 7- by 3-
position slide switch selects logic function
definition, gate operation,  output trigger
point, and  output width adjustment range as
follows
Input Logic S itches (A OFF A⎯ , B OFF B⎯ ,
C OFF C⎯ , D OFF D⎯ , AND G OFF G⎯ ) As
defined in Fig. 1, these switches select
variations of the following basic logic functions.
In the OFF position, the state of that input is
ignored. With switches set to the A, B, C, D,
and G positions, the module performs the OR
function at the ⎯ output.

  A + B + C + D + G

Setting the switches to the A⎯ , B⎯ , C⎯ , D⎯ , and G⎯
positions provide the AND (coincidence)
function at the ⎯ output.

⎯  A  B  C  D  G

Changing the G⎯ switch to G implements the
common-gate veto (anticoincidence).

⎯  A  B  C  D  G⎯

See Fig. 1 to determine other possible logic
combinations.
Trigger S itch for  Outputs (↓ or ↑) Allows
either the negative transition (↓) or the positive
transition (↑) of the  output to trigger the
constant-width  outputs.

 Output Width Range S itch Sets either to
S (40 1200 ns) or L (1 40 μs).

INPUTS
A, B, C, AND D INPUTS Front-panel L MO
connectors accept negative fast-NIM logic
signals.
Minimum Amplitude 600 mV.
Minimum Width 3 ns.
Input Impedance 50 Ω.

GAT  INPUT (G) Front-panel L MO
connector accepts negative Fast-NIM logic
signals. The GAT  input is delivered to all four
sections.
Minimum Amplitude 600 mV.
Minimum Width 3 ns.
Input Impedance 50 Ω.

OUTPUTS
 AND ⎯ OUTPUTS Front-panel L MO

connectors provide the noninverted ( ) and
the inverted ( ⎯ ) result of the logic satisfied by
the input signals. Logic requirements are set
by the front-panel slide switches A/OFF/A⎯ ,
B/OFF/B⎯ , C/OFF/C⎯ , D/OFF/D⎯ , and G/OFF/G⎯ .

 and ⎯ are Fast-NIM logic signals.
Amplitude 20 mA.
Rise Time <4 ns.
Output Width Determined by duration of
input signals and logic selection.

 OUTPUTS (      and      ) Front-panel L MO
connectors provide two updating Fast-NIM
logic outputs (     ) and one updating positive
TTL logic output (     ) per channel. Output
width of all three  outputs is set by WIDT
adjustment.  outputs are triggered by either
the negative transition (↓) or positive transition
(↑) of the  overlap output as selected by the
front-panel slide switch.

L CTRICAL AND M C ANICAL
POW R R QUIR D The Model CO4020
derives its power from a standard NIM bin and
power supply. The required power is +6 V, 200
mA; 6 V, 1000 mA.

W IG T
Net 1.3 kg (2.3 lb).
Shipping 2.2 kg (4.8 lb).

DIM NSIONS NIM-standard single-width
module 3.43  22.13 cm (1.35  8.714 in.) per
DO / R-0457T.

Ordering Information
To order, specify
Model Description

CO4020 uad 4-Input Logic nit
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DB463
Delay Box

The ORT C Model DB463 furnishes a
50-Ω calibrated cable delay, providing
relative delays from 0 to 63.5 ns with
0.5-ns increments in each of four
identical sections. Longer delays may be
achieved by cascading several  Model
DB463 Delay Box sections.

The Model DB463 is convenient for
aligning fast-timing channels that
incorporate coincidence circuits or time-
to-amplitude converters.

Specifications
INPUTS (4) 50 Ω; either polarity; 1500 V
maximum. BNC connectors.
OUTPUTS (4) 50 Ω; delay between In and
Out is sum of delays. BNC connectors.
D LA  TIM S  0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 ns.
D LA  ACCURAC   < 0.1 ns or 1.0  for
each switch, whichever is greater.
R FL CTIONS <3  at any delay setting for
1-ns rise time step.
CABL RG-58A/ .
W IG T
Shipping 4.0 kg (  lb).
DIM NSIONS 48.2 cm (1  in.) wide for relay
rack mounting, 8.  cm (3.5  in.) high, and 
20.3 cm (8 in.) deep.

Ordering Information 
To order, specify
Model Description

DB463 Delay Box

Fig. 1. Typical Schematic for One Section of Model DB463 (Four Sections Included).

• Aligns fast-timing channels that
incorporate coincidence circuits or
TACs

• Four independent sections
• 50-Ω calibrated cable delay for

linear or logic signals
• 0 to 63.5-ns delay in 0.5-ns steps



• For adjusting the delay and idth
of coincidence and gating
pulses

• ight, independent, duplicate
channels in a compact package

• TTL outputs and NIM-standard
fast-negative outputs

• Output delays independently
adjustable from 70 ns to 10 s

• Output idths independently
adjustable from 70 ns to 10 s

The ORT C model GG8020 Octal Gate
and Delay Generator provides a compact
and versatile solution for gating and
coincidence logic requirements in large
experiments, or in measurements
requiring multiple delays and pulse
widths. It contains eight independent
channels of gate and delay generators in
a single-width NIM module.

ach channel accepts NIM-standard, fast
negative logic pulses at its input. The
leading edge of the input signal triggers a
delay period that can be adjusted
separately for each channel. At the end
of the delay period, an output pulse is
generated. The width of this output pulse
can be adjusted independently for each
channel. Delay ranges from 70 to 1000
ns, or from 0.4 to 10 μs can be selected
separately for each channel by one of
eight jumpers on the printed wiring board.
A second set of eight jumpers
independently select ranges from 70 to
1000 ns, or 0.4 to 10 μs for the output
pulse widths.

ach channel produces two NIM-
standard, fast negative logic pulse
outputs, and one positive TTL output. The
fast negative outputs provide fan-out
capability, and are particularly useful for
driving overlap coincidence modules that
require NIM-standard, fast negative logic
levels. They can also be used as delayed
inputs to timing instruments, or as gating
signals on modules that require fast
negative inputs. The TTL output is
compatible with modules requiring either
TTL inputs, or NIM-standard, slow
positive logic pulses. The TTL output is
ideal for gating ADCs and multichannel
analyzers.

Specifications
P RFORMANC

NUMB R OF DUPLICAT  C ANN LS 8

OUTPUT D LA Adjustable from <70 to
>1000 ns, or from <0.4 to >10 μs. Temperature
coefficient <0.04 / C from 0 to 50 C.

OUTPUT PULS  WIDT Adjustable from <70
to >1000 ns, or from <0.4 to >10 μs.
Temperature coefficient <0.04 / C from 0 to
50 C.

D AD TIM Typically equal to the Delay plus
the Output Pulse Width plus 20 ns.

D LA  ITT R <0.04  of the selected delay.

CONTROLS
D LA , S OR L ight jumpers on the printed
wiring board permit independent selection of a
Short (S) or Long (L) delay time range for
each channel. The delay range is 70 to 1000
ns on the Short setting and 0.4 to 10 μs on the
Long setting.

D LA ight front-panel, 12-turn, screwdriver
adjustments provide independent fine
adjustment of the delay within the range
selected by the  respective S OR L D LA
jumper.

WIDT , S OR L ight jumpers on the printed
wiring board permit independent selection of a
Short (S) or Long (L) width range for each
channel. The width range is 70 to 1000 ns on
the Short setting and 0.4 to 10 μs on the Long
setting.

WIDT ight front-panel, 12-turn, screwdriver
adjustments provide independent fine
adjustment of the width within the range
selected by the respective S OR L WIDT
jumper.

INPUTS
IN ight front-panel L MO connectors (one
for each channel) accept NIM-standard fast
negative logic signals to trigger the delayed
output pulses. The input pulse minimum
amplitude is 600 mV; minimum width is 10
ns. The input is dc-coupled with a 50- Ω input
impedance.

OUTPUTS
OUT Two front-panel L MO output
connectors for each channel deliver NIM-
standard, fast negative logic signals. The
output delay relative to the input is set by the
D LA  adjustment, and the output duration is
set by the WIDT  control. The outputs are
typically 16 mA ( 800 mV into a 50- Ω load),
with rise and fall times <4 ns.

TTL One front-panel L MO connector for
each channel delivers a TTL version of the
signal from the O T connectors. The TTL
output provides <+0.4 V in the quiescent state,
and nominally +4 V into a 50- Ω load during
the output pulse. The rise time is <20 ns.

GG8020
Octal Gate and Delay Generator

ORTEC
®



GG8020
Octal Gate and Delay Generator

L CTRICAL AND M C ANICAL
POW R R QUIR D The model GG8020
derives its power from a standard NIM bin and
power supply. The required power is +6 V at
150 mA, and 6 V at 2 A.

W IG T
Net  1.3 kg (2.8 lb)
Shipping  2.2 kg (4.8 lb)

DIM NSIONS NIM-standard, single-width
module, 3.43 x 22.13 cm (1.35 x 8.714 in.)
front panel per DO / R-0457T.

Ordering Information
To order, specify

Model Description
GG8020 Octal Gate and 

Delay Generator
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414A
Fast Coincidence

The ORT C Model 414A Fast
Coincidence is a modular threefold
coincidence unit that allows fast
coincidence determination between any
two or three input signals. The term fast
indicates the general nature of the
coincidence circuit; that is, input pulses
are reshaped, and the actual coincidence
determination is made on the leading
edge, or leading portion, of the pulses. A
dc-coupled anticoincidence input is
provided to inhibit the coincidence output
by a dc voltage or a pulse that overlaps
the period of coincidence of the
coincident pulses. The coincidence inputs
are ac-coupled, and all four inputs are
controlled by In/Out toggle switches.

The resolving time, 2 τ, of the fast
coincidence unit may be varied over a
10- to 110-ns range by a 10-turn control
for accurate resettability of the resolving
time. The resolving time of the
anticoincidence circuit is set by the width
of the input pulse.

Specifications
P RFORMANC
PULS  PAIR R SOLUTION  <100 ns on any
single input; for coincidence events, <1 μs on
the coincidence output.
R SOLVING TIM  (2τ) Continuously variable
from 10 to 110 ns for coincidence signals; set
by the width of the input pulse for the
anticoincidence signal.
T MP RATUR  INSTABILIT   2τ changes
< 0.2 / C from 0 to 50 C.

CONTROLS
R SOLVING TIM  (10 110 ns) Front-panel
10-turn locking potentiometer for controlling
resolving time for inputs A, B, and C over a
range from 10 to 110 ns.
INPUT CONTROLS  Toggle switches for using
any input combination desired and for
disabling input signals to the coincidence and
anticoincidence circuits without input coaxial
cables having to be removed.

INPUTS
COINC Front-panel BNC connectors provide
3 ac-coupled coincidence inputs (A, B, C) of
positive polarity; 2-V threshold, 20-ns minimum
width required; absolute maximum input 50 V;
impedance >3000 Ω.
ANTICOINC Front-panel BNC connector
provides one dc-coupled anticoincidence input
(D) for inhibiting coincidence output; +2 V
threshold, 20-ns minimum width required;
absolute maximum input 50 V; impedance 
>3000 Ω.

OUTPUTS
OUTPUT Two separate buffered coincidence
output signals through front-panel BNC
connectors provide positive pulses ≥500 ns
wide with 5-V minimum amplitude; ac-coupled
with <10- Ω impedance; monitored through
oscilloscope test points on front panel.

L CTRICAL AND M C ANICAL
POW R R QUIR D The Model 414A derives
its power from a standard NIM bin/power
supply. The power required is +24 V, 30 mA;
24 V, 30 mA; +12 V, 120 mA; and 12 V, 

85 mA.
W IG T
Net 1.0  kg (2.4 lb).
Shipping 2.0 kg (4.4 lb).
DIM NSIONS NIM-standard double-width
module 6. 0  22.13 cm (2.70  8.714 in.) per
DO / R-0457T.

Ordering Information
To order, specify
Model   Description

414A Fast Coincidence

• Provides fast coincidence 
determinations ith adjustable 
resolving time

• Three selectable, positive-polarity
coincidence inputs

• One selectable, positive-polarity 
anticoincidence input

• Adjustable 10 to 110 ns resolving 
time

ORTEC
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416A
Gate and Delay Generator

The ORT C Model 416A Gate and Delay
Generator accepts either polarity of input
logic pulse, provides a delay of up to 110
μs, and furnishes an output logic pulse
with selected amplitude, polarity, and
width. The combination of functions
provided by this module satisfies various
logic requirements, such as gating
multichannel analyzers and alignment of
coincidence timing between two channels
using dissimilar pulse-shaping modes.
Auxiliary outputs include a Delay Period
output, with a width equal to the delay
time, and a NIM-standard Fast-negative
Delayed Marker pulse. xcellent time
stability allows application in systems that
require nanosecond time precision.
Instruments producing either positive or
negative NIM-standard logic signals may
be used to drive the Model 416A.
Because of the versatility of its amplitude
and width adjustments and its dual-
polarity output connections, the output
can be set for compatibility with
essentially all nuclear instrumentation. It
can also be used as a logical interface
between ORT C equipment and any
other instruments.

Specifications
P RFORMANC
D LA  NONLIN ARIT   ≤ 2 .

D LA  T MP RATUR  INSTABILIT
≤ 0.03  of adjusted Delay per C.

D LA  G N RATOR D AD TIM   Adjusted
Delay plus 200 ns on 1.1-μs range, 300 ns on
11-μs range, and 1 μs on 110-μs range.

OUTPUT G N RATOR D AD TIM  
Adjusted Width plus 0.2 μs.

D LA  ITT R ≤0.02  of selected range.

CONTROLS
D LA   10-turn locking potentiometer with
direct-reading duo-dial for continuous
adjustment within the range selected by the
locking 3-position toggle switch
1.1 s Selects the range of 0.1 to 1.1 μs for
the Delay potentiometer.
11 s Selects a 1 to 11 μs range.
110 s Selects a 10 to 110 μs range.

AMPLITUD Front-panel screwdriver control,
permits the output pulse amplitude to be
adjusted within the range of 2 to 10 V, both
polarities (i.e., +2 to +10 V and 2 to 10 V).

WIDT Front-panel screwdriver control
permits the width of output pulses to be
adjusted within the range of 400 ns to 4 μs.

INPUTS
POS Front- and rear-panel BNC connectors;
+2 V pulse minimum, 12 V maximum; 100-ns
minimum width, dc-coupled; impedance 
1000 Ω.

N G Front-panel BNC connector accepts
NIM-standard fast negative logic pulses;
250 mV pulse minimum; 5 ns minimum width,

dc-coupled; impedance 50 Ω.

OUTPUTS
D LA D OUT, POS N G  Front- and rear-
panel BNC connectors, with test points,
provide simultaneous output pulses with
identical characteristics except for opposite
polarity; impedance ≤10 Ω.

D LA D P RIOD Rear-panel BNC
connector, with test point, provides positive
pulse width equal to the adjusted Delay;
amplitude +5 V; rise time ≤50 ns; impedance
≤10 Ω.

DL D MAR R Front-panel BNC connector,
with test point, provides NIM-standard fast
negative logic pulse at the end of delay time.
Amplitude, 0.6 V into 50 Ω load; rise time
≤10 ns; width ≤25 ns; impedance ≤10 Ω.

L CTRICAL AND M C ANICAL
POW R R QUIR D The Model 416A derives
its power from a standard NIM bin/power
supply. The power required is +24 V, 60 mA;
24 V, 60 mA; +12 V, 85 mA; and 12 V, 

85 mA.

W IG T
Net 1.3 kg (2.8 lb).
Shipping 2.2 kg (4.8 lb).

DIM NSIONS NIM-standard single-width
module 3.43  22.13 cm (1.35  8.714 in.) per
DO / R-0457T.

Ordering Information
To order, specify
Model   Description 

416A Gate and Delay Generator

• Provides adjustment of the delay,
idth, polarity, and amplitude of 

gating pulses
• Positive or negative polarity 

input pulse
• Time delay from 0.1 to 110 s
• Output pulse idth from 0.4 to 4 s
• xcellent time delay stability
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418A
niversal Coincidence

The ORT C Model 418A is a niversal
Coincidence unit with five dc-coupled
inputs. ach input is accepted through a
convenient front-panel connector.

Input A accepts an input signal with a
width of 50 ns or more and regenerates
an internal signal that will be used for
coincidence comparisons. The Input A
signal width is adjustable for a resolving
time of 100 ns to 2 μs, and this range is
available with a front-panel control.

The function of each input is selectable,
and its signal can be used for
coincidence or anticoincidence or can be
disabled. This permits various
combinations of input signal relations to
be selected without adding or removing
cables in the system.

Another feature that simplifies operating
flexibility without changing any cables is a
selectable number of inputs that are
required to satisfy a coincidence. For
example, if the selector shown is set at 2,
an overlap between any two inputs that
are selected for the coincidence function
will cause an output to be generated. If
any one or more inputs are selected for
anticoincidence, all outputs are inhibited
while such signals are present. Because
any combination of input signal effects
can be selected easily at the front panel,
the Model 418A is a niversal
Coincidence unit that can be adapted to
any coincidence system arrangement.

Specifications
P RFORMANC
INPUT A R SOLVING TIM 100 ns to 2 μs;
controlled by a front-panel, 20-turn, screwdriver
adjustable potentiometer; inputs B, C, D, and
controlled by input pulse width.
T MP RATUR  INSTABILIT
Input A Change in resolving time, τ,
< 0.1 / C.
Inputs B, C, D, Change in resolving time, τ,
< 0.05 / C for τ  500 ns.
OP RATING T MP RATUR   0 to 50 C.

CONTROLS
COINCID NC  R QUIR M NTS Selects
number of inputs necessary to satisfy a
coincidence requirement (majority logic).
INPUT CONTROLS Five 3-position toggle
switches select Coincidence, Anticoincidence,
or Off (disabled).

INPUTS
POLARIT +2 V minimum, 30 V maximum.
PULS  WIDT 50 ns to dc.
CONN CTORS  BNC on front panel.
INPUT IMP DANC    >1.5 k Ω, dc-coupled.

OUTPUTS
AMPLITUD +5 V.
PULS  WIDT 500 ns.
CONN CTORS BNC on front and rear panels.
OUTPUT IMP DANC   <10 Ω, dc-coupled.

L CTRICAL AND M C ANICAL
POW R R QUIR M NTS The Model 418A
derives its power from a standard NIM
bin/power supply. The power required is
+24 V, 105 mA; 24 V, 5 mA; +12 V, 50 mA;
and 12 V, 30 mA.
W IG T
Net 0.  kg (2.0 lb).
Shipping 2.25 kg (5.0 lb).
DIM NSIONS Standard single-width NIM
module 3.43  22.13 cm (1.35  8.714 in.) per
DO / R-0457T.

• Provides coincidence 
determinations using majority logic

• Five, positive-polarity, dc-coupled 
inputs

• Coincidence, Anticoincidence, or 
Off selectable for each input

ORTEC
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Coincidence Re uirements When S itch Setting is 2.

Coincidence Re uirements When S itch Setting is 2.

Coincidence Re uirements When S itch Setting is 3.

Coincidence Re uirements When S itch Setting is 2.

Coincidence Re uirements When S itch Setting is 4.

Related quipment
Input signals to the Model 418A can be from
any timing instrument  providing a positive
output signal from 2 to 30 V. The output of the
Model 418A provides a logic signal suitable
for driving any of the medium-speed logic
modules in the ORT C product line, but it is
more typically used as a gating signal such
as a gate-enable signal to a multichannel
analyzer.

Ordering Information
To order, specify
Model   Description 

418A niversal Coincidence

418A
niversal Coincidence
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425A
Nanosecond Delay

The ORT C Model 425A Nanosecond
Delay provides a calibrated delay for any
type of signal in 1-ns steps from 0 to 63
ns. Longer delays can be obtained by
cascading several Model 425As. The
delays are accomplished with RG-58A/
coaxial cables that are interconnected by
stripline sections. No power is required to
operate the instrument.
The Model 425A has many uses. For
example, it can be used for aligning fast-
timing channels to operate coincidence
circuits or time-to-pulse-height
converters. And, because of the high
accuracy of the delays, it can be used to
calibrate that equipment.
The input and output impedances of the
Model 425A are 50 Ω, making it fully
compatible with related signal sources
and loads in other NIM-standard modular
nuclear instruments.

Specifications
P RFORMANC
D LA  ACCURAC 100 ps or 1  for each
delay section used.

MINIMUM D LA  (All S itches Out) 2.0 ns.

IMP DANC  MISMATC  R FL CTION  
≤ 2  from any of the delay switches.

CONTROLS
Six slide switches, each with an Out position
and an In position, permit selection in any
combination for total delay; switches select 1,
2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 ns.

INPUT
BNC connector accepts signal of either pol-
arity to 600 V maximum; impedance, 50 Ω.

OUTPUT
BNC connector furnishes input signals with the
delay selected by the switches that are set at
IN; impedance, 50 Ω.

L CTRICAL AND M C ANICAL 
POW R R QUIR D  None.

W IG T
Net 1.0 kg (2.2 lb).
Shipping 1.4 kg (3.0 lb).

DIM NSIONS NIM-standard single-width
module 3.43  22.13 cm (1.35  8.714 in.) per
DO / R-0457T.

Ordering Information
To order, specify
Model Description 

425A Nanosecond Delay

• Aligns fast-timing channels that 
incorporate coincidence circuits 
or TACS

• 50-Ω calibrated delay cable for 
linear or logic signals

• 2- to 65-ns delay in 1-ns steps
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The ORT C Model 426 Linear Gate
provides a variable gate duration with
width controlled by a single-turn front-
panel-mounted potentiometer. The
nominal gate duration is from 0.3 to 4 μs.
Operation of the linear gate is controlled
by a positive enable pulse. It is useful for
selecting or inhibiting linear signals
according to chosen coincidence or
timing requirements.
The ORT C Model 426 has two
operating modes all input signals not
accompanied by an enable pulse are
blocked or all signals are passed unless
accompanied by an inhibit signal. The
inhibit signal can be fed into the front-
panel nable connector for Pulse Inhibit
operation or into the DC Inhibit connector
for dc or continuous inhibit operation. The
DC Inhibit mode provides external control
of the gating period.

Specifications
P RFORMANC
GAIN nity.

INT GRAL NONLIN ARIT < 0.15  from
0.2 to 10 V.

PULS  F DT ROUG <10 mV with a 10-V
input pulse.

T MP RATUR  INSTABILIT  < 0.015 / C,
0 to 50 C.

COUNTING RAT   The gain shift of a 4-V
reference pulse is <0.25  with the application
of an additional count rate of 65,000 counts/s
of 6-V random pulses.

CONTROLS
GAT  WIDT Continuously variable from 0.3
to 4 μs.

OUTPUT P D STAL Adjustable to <1 mV.

PULS  IN IBIT NORM DC IN IBIT
3-position mode switch permits selection of the
function of any pulse or dc level furnished
through the front-panel nable Input
connector, or the rear-panel DC Inhibit
connector.
Norm Input pulse will be gated through to the
output during a gate width interval following
the leading edge of each nable Input pulse.

Pulse Inhibit Input pulses will be inhibited
from passing through the output during a gate
width interval following each nable Input
pulse.
DC Inhibit  Input pulses will be inhibited from
passing through the output during intervals of
pulses or dc levels through the rear-panel DC
Inhibit connector.

INPUTS
LIN AR INPUT nipolar or bipolar with
positive portion leading. Rated range 0.2 to 
10 V, 12 V maximum. Input impedance 
>5000 Ω; BNC connector. Input is ac-coupled
with a passive symmetric baseline restorer.
BLR can be bypassed for dc-coupling.

NABL  OR IN IBIT INPUT Any positive
input >2 V, maximum input 20 V. nable
impedance 1000 Ω, dc-coupled; Inhibit
impedance 650 Ω, dc-coupled; BNC connector
for each.

OUTPUT
Rated output range 0.2 to 10 V positive; 12 V
maximum. Output impedance 2 Ω, dc-
coupled, short-circuit protected; BNC
connector.

L CTRICAL AND M C ANICAL
POW R R QUIR D The Model 426 derives
its power from a standard NIM bin/power
supply. The power required is +24 V, 30 mA;
24 V, 4  mA; +12 V, 16 mA; 12 V, 4.  mA.

W IG T
Net 0. 6 kg (2.1 lb)
Shipping 1.82 kg (4.0 lb).

DIM NSIONS NIM-standard single-width
module 3.43  22.13 cm (1.35  8.714 in.) per
DO / R-0457T.

Ordering Information
To order, specify
Model  Description

426 Linear Gate

426
Linear Gate

• For passing and blocking analog 
signals in the range from 0.2 to 

10 V 
• Ungated or gated ith coincidence 

or anticoincidence gating
• xternal or internal control of gate 

pulse idth
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The ORT C Model 542 Linear Gate and
Stretcher accepts a linear input pulse
through an input linear gate, stretches
the peak amplitude of the input pulse,
and generates an output pulse with
amplitude equal to the input, and shaped
to a uniform rise time and width. It is
useful for selecting and inhibiting linear
signals according to chosen coincidence
or timing conditions. The Model 542
features excellent temperature stability,
integral linearity, response to high
counting rates, and simplicity of
operation. In addition, the Linear Gate
section features total dc-coupling with
essentially zero pedestal and
feedthrough.

ach linear input pulse must exceed the
adjustable discriminator level to enable
generation of an output pulse. The linear
output pulse has a fixed rise time, a
100 1 dynamic range, an adjustable
width, and is delayed by an adjustable
interval (0.5 5 μs) after the peak of the
linear input pulse. Operating in either
coincidence or anticoincidence mode, the
input linear gate can be disabled or
enabled for an adjustable gate period
following a Gate Input logic pulse. A
switch-selectable external strobe input
permits strobing the output during an
adjustable interval (5 50 μs) after the
input pulse peak. A slide switch on the
front panel permits selection of any one
of three input connections DC Couple,
BLR Low, or BLR igh. These features
make the Model 542 suitable for inclusion
directly after the linear amplifier in a
system.

The pulse from a Busy Output on the
rear panel indicates the time duration
from the peak of a Linear Input pulse
until the end of the output pulse, as set
by the pulse Width control, or until the
input discriminator has been reset,
whichever is longer. This output can be
counted in a scaler to indicate how many
pulses are furnished through the system,
or it can be integrated to indicate relative
dead time.

Specifications
P RFORMANC
NOIS  CONTRIBUTION <20 μV rms, referred
to input.
GAT  F DT ROUG <0.005  of signal
amplitude with gate closed.
GAT  P D STAL ssentially zero, factory-
calibrated.
STR TC R DROOP
Typically <0.1 mV/ μs/V output.
PIL UP R CTION After the input pulse
has reached its peak, subsequent inputs are
rejected until both the output pulse has
terminated and the input has recovered to the
baseline.
GAIN nity (nominal).
INT GRAL NONLIN ARIT ≤ 0.2  for
pulse rise time >100 ns and pulse width
>400 ns.
T MP RATUR  INSTABILIT   Gain shift
< 0.01 / C, 0 to 50 C for VO  5 V.
COUNTING RAT   dc-coupled throughout
when DC Couple input is selected. The
centroid of a pulser spectrum at 85  of full
scale will shift <0.1  when modulated by 5 
104 counts/s of random signals from 137Cs
source- detector combination with photopeak
at 70  of full scale (DC Couple mode and
amplifier shaping time τ  1 μs).

CONTROLS
INPUT
Slide S itch Front-panel 3-position slide
switch selects input circuit desired BLR igh,
BLR Low, or DC Couple.
Disc Level Front-panel screwdriver
potentiometer adjusts sensitivity level for input
discriminator; range +0.1 to +1 V; discriminator
remains triggered while input level exceeds
adjusted sensitivity.
OUTPUT
Delay  Front-panel screwdriver potentiometer;
adjusts delay period from peak detect to the
start of the output pulse; typical range 0.5 to
5 μs. (Delay ranges up to 50 μs available on
special request.)
Width Front-panel screwdriver potentiometer
adjusts width of the output pulse; typical range
0.5 to 5 μs.
NORMAL GAT D Front-panel locking toggle
switch selects exclusion (Normal) or inclusion
(Gated) of external gating function.
GAT  P RIOD Front-panel screwdriver
potentiometer adjusts duration of gating
control from leading edge of Gate Input pulse;
range 0.5 to 5 μs, includes test point for
monitoring adjusted gate period.
COINC ANTICOINC Front-panel locking
toggle switch selects effective mode for Input
Gate function.

• For passing and blocking analog 
signals in the range from 0.1 to 

10 V
• Ungated or gated ith coincidence 

or anticoincidence gating
• Strobed linear output ith internal 

or external strobe
• Adjustable output delay and idth

542
Linear Gate and Stretcher
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OUTPUT DC AD Front-panel screwdriver
potentiometer permits adjustment of output dc
level between 1.5 V.

T INT Rear-panel locking toggle switch
selects between ( xternal) strobe operation or
(Internal) normal/gated operation.

INPUTS
GAT   Front-panel BNC connector for optional
external control for switch-selectable
coincidence or anticoincidence mode
triggering. NIM-standard slow logic pulse
triggers selected gate function at +3 V (100 ns
minimum width), protected to 25 V.
LIN AR Front-panel BNC connector.
Polarity Positive unipolar or bipolar with
positive portion leading.
Amplitude +0.1 to +10 V linear; 12 V
maximum.
Rise Time 100 ns to 10 μs.
Impedance 1000 Ω.

T STROB Rear-panel BNC connector for
optional external control of the output pulse
timing. NIM-standard slow positive logic pulse
triggers the strobe function at +3 V (100 ns
minimum width), protected to 25 V.

OUTPUTS
OUTPUT Front-panel BNC connector
furnishes linear positive output pulses through

o < 1 Ω; rise time 300 ns; includes test point.
Polarity  Positive.
Amplitude +0.1 to +10 V, equal to peak
amplitude of the accepted linear input pulse.
Delay  Adjusted by front-panel control; range
0.5 to 5 μs after peak detect.
Width Adjusted by front-panel control; range
0.5 to 5 μs.
Impedance <1 Ω on front panel.
DC Offset Adjust 1.5 V.
93 Ω OUTPUT Rear-panel BNC connector
furnishes the same linear signals as the front-
panel output, except the output impedance is
3 Ω.

BUS   Rear-panel BNC connector furnishes
+5 V nominal through o < 10 Ω through all
periods when input pulses cannot be
accepted; may be used to control external
equipment or for monitoring internally created
dead time.
Busy +5 V nominal, linear pulse cannot be
accepted.
Not Busy 0 V nominal, linear pulse can be
accepted.

L CTRICAL AND M C ANICAL
POW R R QUIR D The Model 542 derives
its power from a standard NIM bin/power
supply. The power required is +24 V, 83 mA;
24 V, 80 mA; +12 V, 130 mA; 12 V, 30 mA.

W IG T
Net 0.  kg (2.0 lb).
Shipping 1.  kg (4.0 lb).
DIM NSIONS NIM-standard single-width
module 3.43  22.13 cm (1.35  8.714 in.) per
DO / R-0457T.

Ordering Information
To order, specify
Model   Description

542 Linear Gate and Stretcher

542
Linear Gate and Stretcher
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